
Chamash HhaPekudim 29
Bemidbar/Numbers

THE OFFERINGS TO FULFILL A NAME—THE

And with the Unity to be One with the Fire, one is of the seventh/fulfillment, y[ybçh çdjbw 1

in oneness for the Unity of the Fire, çdjl djab 

from the call to be qudash/holy/distinguished çdqarqm 

it comes to pass for your branches. µkl hyhy 

All vain labors hdb[ tkalmlk 

are not performed; wç[t al 

a day of blowing—conscious recall h[wrt µwy 

comes to pass for your branches. :µkl hyhy 

The coming to the seventh moon is with promise that our branches will be gathered with the
Most High, and all vanity shall not be found in our midst. As we come to the maturity and fulfill-
ment of our studies, the results are weighed in the Mind of OLiyun. The outcome of our growth and
studies of HhaTeúwrah lead to sanctification, freedom from vain pursuits, and access into the origins
within the Unified Consciousness.  In this positioning we are tapped into the Origins of our Names and
infused with the consciousness of all that has been spoken by the Aúwvim regarding our Names and
their services to be performed and fulfilled amongst the Collective. The raison d'être of our Names res-
onates within us, and our growth is measured according to our performance amongst the Collective. 

The term blowing h[wrt is to compose the consciousness of the days of illumination that bring all
things to their fulfillment—the state of seven. Note the primary Rayish Oyin Ring present in the word
denoting the head Rayish is coupled to the Body of the Oyin Consciousness, being a composition t of
Light h. We assemble our members/branches together for the fulfillment of all that they have been
sown. As the winds gather the 12 to come together, so we by our Rauchut/Breaths breathe upon the
twelve that they receive the sanctification of the Reúwch to be One with the Head that has formed in
the midst of the days [Yahuchannan/Jn 20:22; YechúwzeqAL/Ezek 37:9]. The seventh month is the forming of
the Head of the harvest whereby all within the branches of a house or kind are gathered together as one
would gather the stalks or the fruit of the lands. The Rash of HhaShevii gathers the branches under its
domain to be achadd unto the fulfillment of the SeedName sown. 

And the composite of the collective performs an oylah hl[ µtyç[w 2

to be a sweet savor/an agreeable sense for YahúWah hwhyl jjyn jyrl 

a par/side—an offspring of an unified observation/aligned eyes, rqbˆb rp 

a welding of the two sides into one to create a platform of observation, dja

an ayil—inner strengths as one, dja lya 

kevashim/collective branches, the offspring of a study/cycle of growth hnçynb µyçbk 

to be fulfilled/enacted/seven, h[bç

entire/whole/without defect nor lack of total devotion. :µmymt 

The par offeringrqbˆb rp is made from the platform of unified Rings, lit. a union of the seven
rings of the Eyes that contains no fractures or divisions in beholding the Collective of all things. The
union of the eyes into one denotes the position of “the middle eye.” A bannshanahhnçynb is a period
of growth. When the foundation of the rings ripen, the formulations of our branches are brought to the
altar for an ascension, for now their is a basis to support the ascension. 
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With a composite of the collective grain offering µtjnmw 3

a salut—a structured instruction of the Totality, mingled with oil ˆmçb hlwlb tls 

three measures of ten for a par/side rpl µynrç[ hçlç 

a repeat portion of ten measures for an ayil. :lyal µynrç[ ynç 

The composite grain offering is generated from all Twelve Houses, finely ground/examined and sift-
ed, integrated with oil—the flow of Understanding through an anointing. A salut is a sequence—more
than one series of information, as a structured lesson of the Totality, whereby one part of the lesson fol-
lows in sequence to another. The multiple parts are denoted in the term, salut. The three measures of ten
are of the Aúwvim. In that the offering is of the 7th month, the three measures are 987—of the Seed
Construct of Yaoquv. A repeat of the measures are for an ayil—the strength of the inner parts. The three
measures of an ayil is 654 which are the inner Values of the Aúwvim from which the grain comes,
being bread from above.

With ten measures unified dja ˆwrç[w 4

for a kevesh/branch of the Unified djah çbkl 

for the completion/perfection of the branches. :µyçbkh t[bçl 

The ten measures of the grain are of the Neúwn which is the full extension of the Thoughts of the
Most High imparted for each branch to be entire, lacking nothing. 

With the growth/lengthening of strengths as strands unified dja µyz[ry[çw 5

for overcoming/rising above faults/sins tafj 

for a covering of the branches of the Most High  :µkyl[ rpkl 

The chatat offering is the OyinZayin Body extension relative to the inner branches, whereby there is
a covering of all extensions that occur within a month/leúwach. Every deed/offering performed is
recorded and according to the performance the inner branches are extended and with them a covering of
the Most High [Tehillah 87:5]. 

From the continuity of the oylut in uniondj with the Fireç of the month’s service çdjh tl[ dblm 6

with the manchaih composed of its Illumination htjnmw 

and with the perpetual oylut/ascensions dymth tl[w 

and the manchaih composed of its Illuminations htjnmw 

and with the drinks of the collective gathered as one has judgement/discernment  µfpçmk µhyksnw 

to be a sweet savor/an agreeable sense,  jjyn jyrl 

a Fire emanation for YahúWah—The Collective Name. :hwhyl hça 

The drink offerings pertain to the wine, and the making the heart merry, such follows a good study. 
When we break open the Teúwrah/Torah we have the bread of the Letters, and as a result of the study, if
we have an understanding heart, we have the wine/drink offering. The drink offerings follow at the end
of the series of the offering as they are the result of the oylut/burnt offerings that are made with the stud-
ies. Every oylah opens the mind to study within the House of HhaALhhim from which the offering was
made. The offerings on the Rash of Fulfillment—the seventh are coming from Aparryim for the morning
oylah, and for the oylut of Rash Chadash, and for the oylut of Zickrun Teruoh, whereby the Mind is
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opened to explore all within the ALhhim of the Mayim Tayit.  Through the oylut we are prepared to enter
into the mishkan chamber of the Mayim Tayit. The oylut are for Body of YahúWah, in order that the col-
lective parts of our Mind be given fully for the fruitfulness of the Branch of Aparryim upon the Tree of
Life during the 7th month [Chazun/Rev 22:2]. 

The oylut/ascension offerings are for YahúWah, meaning that they are made for the collective state
to be given unto the collective wholeness in order that the vitality of each branch becomes filled with the
fruit—the evidence that it belongs to the collective unified state, according to the season of the year.

THE OFFERING UNTO ATTAINMENT—THE TENTH OF THE SEVENTH

And with the attainment/tenth rwç[bw 7

for the Unity with the Fire, one fulfills the goal  hzh y[ybçh çdjl 

from the call to be qudash/holy/distinguished; çdqarqm 

it comes to pass for your branches, µkl hyhy 

together with the humility of a composite gathering µtyn[w  

—the sum of the soul of your organized branches. µkytçpnta

Every work hkalmlk 

is not to be performed amongst your collectivity.  :wç[t al

From these lines comes the concept of the high call unto the realm of meShich and unto the crown
of the Lammad. The distinguishment to belong in Union with the Fire—The Collective of YahúWah
that emanates the true Light—leads one to distinguish their hand to perform only the deeds of Light,
whereby not every work is acceptable to the discerner. The call of our Names lead us in the paths unto
the fulfillment/7 and attainment/10 of all that is within us from the Aúwvim, and it becomes so for our
organized branches—an organization of strength which results from the oylah—µkl hyhy. 

And composite collective draws near with an oylah for YahúWah, hwhyl hl[ µtbrqhw 8

to be a sweet savor/an agreeable sense:  jjyn jyr 

a par/side—an offspring of an unified observation/the aligned rings of the eyes, rqbˆb rp 

a welding of the two sides into one to create a platform of observation, dja 

an ayil—inner strengths as one, dja lya 

kevashim/collective branches, the offspring of a study/cycle of growth hnçynb µyçbk 

to be fulfilled/enacted/seven, h[bç

entire/whole/without defect nor lack of total devotion. :µmymt

they are the result/achievment for your branches. :µkl wyhy

The day of attainment is expressed in the Numbers and in the kinds of the offerings that have
been formed upon our Tree of Life, whereby we have the wherewithal to stand before HhaOLiyun, tes-
tifying of the grace and of the discipline of our mind and members to appropriate our Light and Life
unto the development of our Names and their services amidst the Collective.  

With a composite of the collective grain offering µtjnmw 9

a salut—a structured instruction of the Totality, mingled with oil ˆmçb hlwlb tls 

three measures of ten for a par/side rpl µynrç[ hçlç 

a repeat portion of ten measures µynrç[ ynç 

for an ayil—strenghts of The One/Achadd.  :djah lyal 
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The lines are likened to those above (vs 3); however, the ayil is distinguished with the title: “The
One/Achadd djah”. The title is a reference to the Neúwn within us from which is our strength. The
ayil is determined by the inner strength that unites and holds together all things of Chakmah.

Ten tens ˆwrç[ ˆwrç[ 10

for a kevesh/branch of the Unified  djah çbkl 

for the completion/perfection of the branches. :µyçbkh t[bçl 

The Values of the ten tens depict the compound state of our deeds of attainment. Each deed is com-
pounded or added to another, whereby they multiply to formulate the Qúphah Mind/100 of
Enlightenment. Every extension of our branches is a means to receive the Lights of Bayinah and
Chakmah through which we grow in Understanding and in Wisdom [I ShmúwAL 2:26; Yúwsphah/Lk 2:52].

With the growth/lengthening of strengths as strands unified dja µyz[ry[çw 11

there is an overcoming/rising above faults/errors/miscalculations tafj 

from that which is weightless—the perpetual state of giving  dblm 

an overcoming/rising above to be the one of the coverings, µyrpkh tafj 

with the oylut, the ones ever ongoing with retention  dymth tl[w 

and with the studies/formulations of the Seed htjnmw  

and their drinks/the flow of understanding ever illuminating the Collective. :µhyksnw

Our ability to overcome the world and miscalulations are based on being detached from the
weight of the world, whereby we are able to ascend and see with the Eye of OLiyun. The chatat
hhakepurim denotes that through the offering the coverings are attained for all members and all peo-
ples, as the achim of Sham and Yapheth take a garment to cover the unveiling of all within the
SeedName of Núwach/Noah in the day of jubilation with understanding. The unveiling of Núwach is
the opening of the Eye of a SeedName as it attains to the Aurrat, whereby it sees beyond. By the
Name/Sham and the expanse of a Name/Yapheth a garments are made for the covering of all members,
as a tree covers all of its branches as it arises out of its Seed whereby it attains its strengths and glory.
See BHM ChameshHhaPekudim 29:12-39 for the continuation of this writing.

And in the fifteenth day/act of robing the attainments/ten µwy rç[ hçmjbw 12

T y[ybçh çdjl 

T çdqarqm 

T µkl hyhy 

T hdb[ tkalmlk 

T wç[t al 

T hwhyl gj µtgjw 

T :µymy t[bç 

In the fifteenth of every month we commence to put on the Illuminations that has been given,
even as one commences to put on the garment of the oylah that has been woven from each oylah. As
the Light of Bayinah commences to assemble the Light fully given from days 1-14, we begin to put on
the garments of Understanding whereby we are not naked. These are the garments of Yúwsphah impart-
ed to the Twelve in the day that they assemble around the table as one/achadd.
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